You are Invited to

Global Connections Day
Building Codes, Standards, Regulations and Climate Change:
Sustainable Practices for a Changing World

Wed., Oct. 19, 2016, 8:30 am – 5 pm, Kansas City Convention Center

A Featured Event at 2016 ICC Annual Conference

Global Connections Day, held in conjunction with the 2016 ICC Annual Conference and Building Safety & Design Expo, will address the effect of regulatory change on institutions and governments throughout the world and the need for codes and standards to keep pace with the impact of real or perceived climate change.

Scheduled to speak, as of September 14, are:

- Stacey Paradis, Executive Director at Midwest Energy Efficiency Alliance (MEEA)
- James “Tim” T. Ryan, Code Administrator for the City of Overland Park, Kansas, and Presidential appointee to the National Institute of Building Sciences Board of Directors
- Ommid Saberi, Senior Industry Specialist-Green Buildings of the IFC Climate Business Department at the World Bank
- Wayne Trusty, a specialist in Life Cycle Analysis (LCA) from Canada.
- Akira Ishii, Assistant Director, Building and Environment Coordination Division, Housing and Architecture Bureau, City of Yokohama, Japan
- Radhika Fox, CEO of the US Water Alliance
- Rebecca Laberenne, Associate Director, Service Implementation, 100 Resilient Cities Program—Pioneered by The Rockefeller Foundation
- Tim Wentz, President, ASHRAE

To Register or to View the Current Agenda – www.icc safe.org/AnnConf5

Global Connections Day is free, but, space is limited for this special event. Pre-registration is required for those attending the luncheon. The cost to attend the luncheon is $40.

About ICC

The International Code Council is a member-focused association. It is dedicated to developing model codes and standards used in the design, build and compliance process to construct safe, sustainable, affordable and resilient structures. Most U.S. communities and many global markets choose the International Codes.

Special Presentations by:

Sponsored by the ICC Family of Companies

The final schedule of speakers and topics presented at Global Connections Day are subject to change.